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ABOUT CORONA FIRE

Welcome to the 2019
Corona Fire Department
Annual Report
Corona Fire is best defined as a
professional organization with heart.
The concept of service over self runs
deep as a core belief in your fire chief,
all your firefighters and every staff
member at the Corona Fire Department.
Especially today, residents are relying
on the critical emergency response and
emergency medical services that the City
provides. We strive to ensure our community
is prepared for any catastrophic emergency
and will continue to put your health and
safety first.
We know that in troubled times like these,
our community must continue to be self-reliant.
I am both humbled and honored by the
opportunity to share the noble work
performed by this Department in 2019.

Brian Young
Fire Chief

- Fire Chief Brian Young

Headquarters
Professional
Staff
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Prevention
Staff

82 F i r e f i g h t e r s
Corona Fire is a full service,
all-risk Fire Department. Your
firefighters provide state-of-the-art
services such as Advanced Life
Support, Emergency Medical Services,
residential, commercial and wildland
fire suppression, technical rescue
services and hazardous
materials response.

VOLUNTEERS

DO NOT NECESSARILY
HAVE THE TIME

THEY HAVE THE HEART
Elizabeth Andrew

Full-time
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Full-time

4.5

Part-time

The professional staff of the Corona Fire Department is second to none. Divisions
include Fire Prevention, Training, Emergency Operations, Emergency Medical
Services, Emergency Management, and Administrative Support.

15
Volunteers

Our Corona Fire Department Volunteers are PRICELESS. We have
volunteers who deliver mail, tools, paramedic supplies, personal
protective equipment and other important items that need to be
delivered to our stations. We also have volunteers that assist in the
office with projects, phones, filing and special events. We thank our
volunteers for all their time and effort to help us and the community.

TRAINING

21,925

Corona firefighter
training hours in 2019

Corona Firefighters
collaboratively train with
other departments to
address agency protocols,
inter-agency
communication,
mutual/automatic aid
agreements, operational
plans and unified
command. Here at home,
in addition to standard
performance drills, each
firefighter averages over
240 hours of annual
individual training.

Areas of training include:
fire suppression
ladder technique and safety
wildland firefighting
auto extrication
emergency medical services
hazardous materials
swift water rescue
trench rescue
active shooter triage
fire ground survival

Train hard. Work harder.

And all this training goes
for our newest family
members, too...
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NEW FIREFIGHTERS

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS

Through effective emergency operations, the Corona Fire Department strives to be a professional and
compassionate organization that sets the standard for excellence through our service, dedication and
commitment to the community.

9,806

Rescue & Emergency
Medical Services/Traffic
Collision
1,941 Good Intent*
918 Service**
591 False alarm
411 Fire***
215 Hazardous
Conditions &
Miscellaneous

13,880 INCIDENTS

*Good Intent - No emergency found upon arrival to scene
**Service - Non-emergency assistance
***Fire - structure, vegetation, other

Emergency Medical Services
target response time: 6 minutes (6:00)

78% of our response times hit

the target of 6:00 or less *

90% of our response times are
7:06 or less

Fire / Special Operations

target response time: 6 minutes (6:00)

69% of our response times hit

the target of 6:00 or less *

90% of our response times are
7:54 or less

* 12% - 21% below recommended
standards

Response time is influenced by call volume, traffic,
construction and incident access, among other factors.

TARGET RESPONSE TIMES
When you measure quality of life per second, every second counts

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS

Corona Fire stations are strategically located in the city to meet the needs of the community.

1

station
3,639 INCIDENTS
4,471 UNIT RESPONSES

540 Magnolia Avenue
Corona, CA 92882

STATION
SNAPSHOT
13,880

Proudly serving multiple
Electoral Districts
1, 3, 4, 5

TOTAL INCIDENTS*
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16,457

station

TOTAL UNIT RESPONSES**
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station
864 INCIDENTS
1,143 UNIT RESPONSES

1200 Canyon Crest
Corona, CA 92882

Proudly serving
Electoral District 4
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station

2,762 INCIDENTS
3,358 UNIT RESPONSES

888 INCIDENTS
1,197 UNIT RESPONSES

225 East Harrison Street
Corona, CA 92879

110 West Upper Drive
Corona, CA 92882

Proudly serving multiple
Electoral Districts
1, 2, 3

Proudly serving multiple
Electoral Districts
4, 5

3
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station

station

2,447 INCIDENTS
2,751 UNIT RESPONSES

1,203 INCIDENTS
1,596 UNIT RESPONSES

790 South Smith Avenue
Corona, CA 92882

3777 Bedford Canyon
Corona, CA 92882

Proudly serving multiple
Electoral Districts
2, 3, 4

Proudly serving multiple
Electoral Districts
1,5

4

station

Fire Department
Headquarters

1,638 INCIDENTS
1,798 UNIT RESPONSES

735 Public Safety Way
Corona, CA 92880
951-736-2220

915 North McKinley Street
Corona, CA 92879

Proudly serving
Electoral District 1

* Incident is any time the Fire Department is dispatched by 911
** Unit responses are when units respond in and out of their
own district

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) is a system that provides emergency medical care to the ill and injured.
When activated, the focus of EMS is the emergency medical care and transport of patients to definitive care.

7,577 Total patient
contacts

1,682 Patients received
Advanced Life
Support
medications by
FirefighterMedics

105 Total patients
treated for
cardiac arrest

Return of
52% Spontaneous
Circulation
(ROSC)
38% of patients found
in full cardiac arrest
were viable enough for
transport. Of these
patients, paramedics
achieved ROSC 52%
of the time.

Life saving efforts...

Working Smarter With AutoPulse

The AutoPulse® Resuscitation System provides high-quality
automated CPR to victims of sudden cardiac arrest. Easy to
use and battery-operated, AutoPulse squeezes the patient’s
entire chest to improve blood flow to the heart and brain.The
only device of its kind, AutoPulse automatically sizes to the
patient, and has shown improved outcomes in numerous
clinical trials.

...We're in this together
Community CPR
Program

The Corona Fire Department
received the American
Heart Association’s Mission:
Lifeline® EMS Silver Plus
Award for implementing quality
improvement measures for the
treatment of patients who
experience severe heart
emergencies. The Mission:
Lifeline initiative provides tools,
training, and other resources to
support heart attack care
following protocols from the
most recent evidence-based
treatment guidelines.

2,273 Total
Individuals
trained
1,885 High School
Students
388 Residents

(community
classes)

The CFD teaches free community CPR
classes throughout the year. Copy and
paste the link below to sign up today!
https://www.coronaca.gov/government/d
epartments-divisions/firedepartment/emergencypreparedness/cpr-training

Pulse Point App

Download the app. Learn CPR. Save a life.

Public Access Defibrillator (PAD) Program
Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) are key
tools in increasing survivability for victims of sudden
cardiac arrest. The PAD program provides AED
training to the community.

The Pulse Point mobile app alerts CPR-trained citizens of
cardiac events and the closest available Automated External
Defibrillator (AED). Early application of bystander CPR and
rapid defibrillation from an AED have proven to be crucial in
improving a person's chance of surviving sudden cardiac
arrest.

OFFICE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES
Corona Fire staffs three Office of Emergency Services (OES) apparatus with Corona firefighters as part of the
mutual aid system, supporting incidents locally, regionally and throughout the state and country.

Major incidents
supported in 2019:
Cave Incident
Crest Incident
Getty Incident
Holy Floods
Horseshoe Incident
Kincade Incident
Maria Incident
OES Preposition XRI
OES Preposition XBO
OES Preposition XBO
Reche Incident
Ridgecrest
Earthquake
Tenaja Incident
Tick Incident
Walker Incident

BEYOND BORDERS

SPECIAL OPERATIONS

Corona Fire's capabilities range
from rescuing victims from flood
channels to excavation
emergencies involving workers
becoming trapped during industrial
accidents. Our personnel also train
and prepare for mitigation efforts
in hazardous materials incidents
that range from train derailments
to chemical leaks at local
businesses. Your Corona
firefighters are also experts in
extricating patients who are
trapped in their vehicle due to
major traffic collisions, as well as
providing structural support to
buildings that suffer damage from
wind, earthquakes and vehicle
crashes.

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGY
Fire department technology covers far
more than computers and software.
From personal protective equipment
to unmanned aerial vehicles and radio
communication systems, all
firefighting technology advances work
together to improve firefighter safety
and effectiveness.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Emergency management is the managerial function charged with creating the framework within which
communities reduce vulnerability to hazards and cope with disasters.

Community Training

In 2019, Corona Fire presented its first ever Spanish language
and Teen Community Emergency Response Team (CERT)
classes, teaching disaster preparedness and response to a
combined total of nearly 70 residents.

Emergency Operations Center

The Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is a centralized location
where our City departments come together to support disaster
response, coordination and communication. In 2019, the 75 City staff
assigned to support the EOC participated in specialized training.

Response and Recovery

The City activated its EOC in response to the February 14, 2019
winter storm. Corona Fire Emergency Management is managing
ongoing FEMA cost recovery efforts for the City's budget, to
recover over $400,000 in City-wide damages.

Grant Funding

State and federal grants were secured to support the Fire
Department and City emergency preparedness and response
capabilities, resulting in over $334,000 coming into the city. Funds
were used to purchase specialized hazardous materials detection
equipment, advanced tactical emergency medical training and
equipment, plan development, and upgrades to the EOC.

Disaster Planning

Corona Fire collaborated with neighboring cities, the operational
area and other regional partners in the development of the Flood
Emergency Response Plan and participation in the California
Catastrophic Earthquake Planning process.

PREVENTION

Corona Fire Department Prevention division provides a wide array of services and programs which includes:
commercial, residential and new construction inspections, hazard reduction and life safety complaints and
fire origin and cause investigations. The Prevention Division also strives to minimize potential fire hazards
through education, enforcement and engineering.

52

344

1,545

472

1,287

Fires investigated

Beyond the codes and compliance, Prevention investigates all fires in the City and
partners with the Corona Police Department and other local authorities to ensure
justice is served.

Fire code permits

Prevention provides services to existing businesses, which include
issuing fire code permits, inspections and special event permits. In
addition, the Division conducts Youth Interventions and investigates
all fires in the City of Corona.

New Construction Inspections
Fire Prevention provides services in the area of
new construction plan review and construction
inspections, hazardous material business plan
review and inspections and vegetation
management services.

Vegetation Management
Issues (includes weed abatement)

Prevention works to ensure proper
clearance between your building/dwelling
and nearby foliage.

Existing Occupancy Inspections

Both fire prevention staff and firefighters conduct
existing occupancy inspections on a routine basis.
These inspections are conducted to assess potential hazards
and ensure that businesses are both safe and up to code.

Smoke Detector/ Carbon Monoxide

1,800 Detectors Installed or Replaced

Inspections are required by law. Approximately 35% of the units Corona Fire
inspected were deficient, so 1,800 smoke dectors, carbon monoxide detectors or
combination detectors were installed or replaced.

CAUSE AND COMMUNITY

In addition to their regular duties, Corona firefighters enjoy supporting causes for each other and the
community.

HONOR AND REMEMBRANCE
Thank You For Your Service

In 2019, six members of our Corona Fire family said goodbye and went on to the next chapter of their lives.
We wish them well in their retirement!

Deputy Chief
Chris Cox
33 years

Captain
Pete Schurb

Engineer
Steve McCabe

Engineer
Ron Cloer

29 years

25 years

31 years

Engineer
Charles Apodaca
18 years

Engineer
Jeff Davis
15 years

Gone But Not Forgotten
January 19, 1999 is a day
that will never be forgotten
in the history of the Corona
Fire Department.
Twenty years ago four Corona
firefighters lost their lives early in the
morning of the 19th in a private singleengine plane crash near Chino Hills
State Park. Fire Apparatus Engineer
Michael A. Chantry, Firefighter Daniel J.
Alleman, Firefighter Donald J. Butts, and
Firefighter John Y. Jeffries III perished in
the accident.
Losing a member of a fire department is
difficult for all concerned. However,
losing multiple firefighters in a single
incident can bring a department and an
entire community to its knees. In
response to the horrific event, the city
departments in Corona, community
leaders, citizens, regional public safety
partners, and the families of the
deceased came together to love and
respect the fallen.
The memorial service on January 27,
1999, was attended by 2,500 mourners
and 500 firefighters. Over 100 fire
engines and the crews from other fire
departments attended the ceremony to
pay their respects. At the time the
Corona Fire Department had five fire
stations. The Riverside Fire Department
covered all five stations in order for the
entire Corona Fire Department to
attend the services.

We Miss You, Brothers.

Firefighter
Donald Butts

Engineer
Michael Chantry

Firefighter
Daniel Alleman

Firefighter
John Jefferies III

Corona Fire Department ~ 735 Public Safety Way ~ Corona, CA

